Typical Online Course Design Process

1. Initial meeting(s) with instructional designer
2. Educational technology decisions and testing
3. Rough course outline and project plan design
4. Typical module/week prototype design
5. Rough course setup in cuLearn: Establishing content repository

6. Collecting suitable, copyright cleared media and content
7. Assessment design in cuLearn
8. Detailed course structure design
9. Prototype module design in cuLearn

10. Preparing material for recording video segments
11. Recording instructional (and other) videos
12. Recorded video quality assurance
13. Closed-captioning of videos

14. Test video recording and feedback
15. Final video production, QA and storing on media server

16. Quality assurance of the course functionality and content
17. Set up of all cuLearn course parameters and permissions
18. Embedding all course content and media in cuLearn course
19. Gradebook setup
20. Design of all course elements in cuLearn